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Sullivan+Strumpf Singapore present solo exhibitions of progressive new collages and sculptures by artists Sanné Mestrom and 
Gregory Hodge which opens on 6 April. 

“The works are gestures - odes - to artists I have known personally, or admired from a distance. Artists who have shaped my practice and/or thinking in 
profound ways. I reached out to a myriad of artists - cap in hand - to ask if they might be able to offer me some of their studio-floor scraps to undertake this 
new body of works. I soon realised that it was the provenance of the ‘leftover’ that most compelled me. These weren’t just any old scraps, they were cast out 
in the course of another artist’s own careful editing process. Each rejected remnant was immediately imbued with new value simply by being selected - picked 
up off the floor and handed over as ‘something’. They became great again - full of potential. These ‘arbitrary’ fragments have become templates for this new 
body of sculptures, further extending the ways in which by-products can become blueprints.” - SANNÉ MESTROM

The works in Sanné Mestrom’s Leftover series draws on the practices of national and international contemporary artists that have impacted 
her practice. The sculptures are informed by the off-cuts, scraps and neglected materials of previous works by these peers, such as Claire Lambe, Hany 
Armanious and Matt Hinkley. With low-fi ceramic interventions, Mestrom proudly presents the detritus on a pedestal, inverting the general sculptural process 
by doctoring the scraps into ‘completed objects’.

Collage has been an important process and conceptual framework for Gregory Hodge’s wider painting practice. In his series Spectator and the 
Pit, Hodge presents a set of new acrylic paintings on canvas and a suspended painted cut-out that utilizes new processes and techniques signalling a further 
expansion into the artist’s unique visual language that playfully explores the space between image and reality, representation and abstraction. Where Hodge’s 
earlier paintings were trompe-l’oeil renderings of abstract collages, this new body of work is informed by three dimensional suspended constructions arranged 
in the studio that became source material for new paintings. 

These new works engage with the avant-garde movements of Cubism and the Italian Futurists who experimented with a dynamic abstract form of theatre 
in which light, colour and architectural forms stood in for the performing body on stage. The suspended cut-outs comprise of painted abstract gestures and 
coloured forms hanging in space from a simple structure. These suspended elements become interchangeable enabling innumerable combinations and
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Pygmallian Effect 2016 (left), Golem Effect 2016 (right)

Leftovers,  2016, Installation View, Sanné Mestrom

(left) Spectator and the Pit, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 91 cm
(right) Marionette, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 91 cm
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS

SANNÉ MESTROM (b. 1979)

Sanné Mestrom’s practice draws on 20th century iconic modernist works to 
explore the psychological, emotional and cultural significance attached to them. 
She explores how value is accorded to these objects, how they are alwasy tied 
to their cultural and art historical contexts and how they may become substitutes 
for particular values or beliefs. Through replication, appropriation and disruption, 
her work filters historical mythologies through her own systems of reference, 
questioning notions of lineage, originality and influence, further altered through her 
experience of ‘making’.

Mestrom was the recipient of an Australia Council Grant, City of Melbourne Grant, 
several Arts Victoria Creation Grants, winner of the 2013 Art & Australia Award 
and the 2011 John Fries Memorial Prize, the NAVA Janet Holmes Artist Grant, 
the Siemens Post Graduate Fine Art Scholarship Award and an Australian Post 
Graduate Award for her PhD research. Her works are well represented in private 
and public collections, including the Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney, Monash University 
Museum of Art and Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney. In 2017, Mestrom will 
also present a bold, large-scale sculptural installation entitled The Bathers for Art 
Basel Hong Kong’s Encounters section.

Born in the Netherlands in 1979, Mestrom moved to New Zealand in 1983, and 
now lives and works in Victoria, Australia. 

GREGORY HODGE (b. 1982)

Gregory Hodge constructs illusionary abstractions from a mélange of source 
material including painted abstract motifs on drafting film, coloured paper and 
masking tape, before rendering these collages in paint. Using complex and 
systematic technical processes such as trompe-l’oeil, cast shadows and 
manipulating paints’ translucent and opaque qualities, the paintings playfully 
mimic the physical fragility and provisional nature of the source material.

In 2015, Hodge completed an Australia Council Residency at the British School 
at Rome and 2013 was the winner of the Hazelhurst emerging artist work on 
paper prize. Hodge has participated in numerous group and solo exhibitions within 
Australia. Recent solo exhibitions include Paintings, Bus Projects, Melbourne 
(2016); Collages, Sullivan+Strumpf, Sydney, (2015); and A Fabled Gesture, 
Canberra Contemporary Artspace (2015). He also participated in the exhibitions 
Tricking the eye–contemporary trompe l’oeil, Geelong Gallery (2016); Fine Arts 
March Mostra, British School at Rome, Italy (2015); Mind the Gap, Casula 
Powerhouse, Sydney (2014); Clean Living, Contemporary Art Space, Tasmania 
(2012); and Word of Mouth, Canberra Museum and Gallery (2012). Hodge was 
a finalist at the 2013 Doug Moran National Portrait Prize, Sydney, as well as the 
Blake Prize, Galleries UNSW, COFA Sydney (2013).

compositions. While each singular cut-out embodies formal abstract 
qualities, collectively they become suggestive of both the familiar and 
the unreal. Abstract gestures resemble folded drapery, foliage, elaborate 
performing figures, puppets and theatre sets.

The paintings on canvas transform these hanging constructions into 
illusionary abstractions via complex and systematic technical processes. 
Working from life as well as from photographs, each painting reveals and 
acknowledges every detail of a previous hanging structure. The dramatic 
shadows cast onto and through these hanging motifs alludes to projected 
light and architectural space.

In History Puppets (2017), trompe-l’oeil renderings of suspended abstract 
gestures weave in and around orange, black and blue forms. Slight 
tonal variations in colour allude to shifting light across the structures’ 
surface while a delicately painted cast shadow appears like a ghostly 
silhouette to create a fascinating shift in perception of two and three-
dimensional space. The acutely rendered illusion of thin wire acts as both 
a compositional ploy in the painting while also appearing as if tentatively 
holding each element in place.

History Puppets, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 91 cm


